
Steps to your dental visit
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You will wait in the lobby 

You will tell the receptionist your name

Your dental assistant will call your name

You will follow her back to your chair
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Waiting Room
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You will lay back in the chair

You pick your toothpaste flavor

You pick a TV show

You wear headphones so you can hear
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Sitting in the chair
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Your assistant
will put a bib on

to keep your
clothes clean
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Your dental
assistant will
use a bright
light to see in
your mouth

If you don't like the lights
you can wear sunglasses or

close your eyes. 
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You will have your teeth flossed

Your assistant will use special instruments to
remove hard barnacles from your teeth

A spin brush will clean your teeth.  Sometimes
this tickles.

Your mouth will be rinsed with a water squirter
and a suction straw. 
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Now it's time to get your teeth cleaned
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X-rays

Sometimes your
dentist will want
pictures of your

teeth.   These
are called

x-rays



X-rays

You will walk to the picture room

You will wear a heavy blanket

Your assistant will place a small piece of
film in your mouth

She will use a special tooth camera to
take your pictures
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Then you
will go back
to your seat

4
Now it's time for the dentist

to check
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Doctor check up

Dr. Neste will use a small mirror and
tooth counter to check your teeth

She will tell her assistant all
about your teeth.  

She willl put special vitamins on
your teeth

She will give you a token to pick a
prize
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Time to pick your PRIZE!
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You are all
done!

Have a great
day!


